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candidates are advised to make sure to fill the correct test booklet code on the oMR Answersheet' lf the space for the Booklet code is left blank or more than one booklet code isindicated therein and non filling of name and roll no. as per instruction, it will be deemed to bean incorrecl booklet code & Answer sheet will not be evaluated rhe candrdate himself/herselfwill be solely responsible for all the consequences arising out of any error or omrssion in writingthe test booklet code. candidate shall put his/her LTI (Male) and RTI (Female) on attendancesheet, on declaration in all the three oMR answer sheets i.e original copy, commission,s copyand candidirte's copy and on the Biometric Machine arongwith signature.
Gandidates are warned not to fold, tear, destroy or iraxe any stray marks on the oMRAnswer shreets. Use of Eraser, Nail, Blade, white FluidMhitener etc. to srnudge scratchor damage in any manner the oMR sheet during Examination is stricfly prohibited,candidature/oMR sheet of candidates using Eraser, Blade, Nail or whiteFluidsMhitener to smudge, scratch or damage lniny manner the Answer sheets shallbe cancelled.
Each question has four alternative answer of which onry one is correct For each question
darken only one circle on original copy only of oMR sheet which ever you think is the correctanswer on the oMR answer sheet with only Blue/Black Ball pen provided by theGommission. The candidates are warned not to mark anything on commission,s copy and
Candidate's copy. The impression of Original OMR sheet will automatically be marked oncommission's copy and candidate's copy of oMR answer sheet. pencil should not be used
for darkening the circle. lf, more than one circle is found darkened, that answer will not be
evaluated' Further, if a candidate darken more than one circleand smudge/ scratch any place

I.?lyltnner with Eraser, Nail, Blade, White FluidA/Vhitener etc. Then in such circumstances
ulvlK liheet/Answer Sheet and candidature of the candidate shall be cancelled. The candidate
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discrepancy in the identification and ver
candidate shall not be allowed to sit in the

3. No candidate shall be allowed to go to the
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copying and impersonation etc.
Candidate's request to change the examiination centre and seat in the Examination Hall shallnot be entertained.

' lf a candidate does not comply with the instructions as mentioned above or creates any kind of
'indiscipline, the commission shall take action as per instructions and in addition can atso debart[re candidate from appearing in the Examination, to be held in future by HSsc and can alsoihitiate criminal proceedings.

Ttt,candidates who need writer/scribe are advised to contact HSSC office minimum threedays beforer the date of written examination alongwith all required documents i e Admit card ofthe candidates, PHc certificate of the candidate issued by medical board, two latestphotographs of writer, Photo l.D proof of writer, certificate of studying from school of the writeretc.

The above instructions are already available on HSSC website i.e. unnry_hsgg.ggy_ln . Thecandidate has to comply with the instructions mentioned above, instructions given in
advertisement or instructions printed on Admit Card Question booklet, oMR/Answer Sheet etc.
Therefore, the candidates are again advised to read and understand the instructions carefully
given by the commission from time to time for written examination/lnterview through HSSc
Website; AcJvertisement, Examination Notice, Admit card, euestion Booklet, oMR/Answer
sheet or any other manner. lf a candidate does not comply with the above rnstructions than
heishe will be solely responsible for the consequences.
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Panchkula Secretary

Haryana Staff Selecti mission
Panchkula

rthe examirration.
4'lNo candidate will be allowed to leave the oMR sheet blank. lf any oMR sheet is found btank.
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' Tnswer sheet with him/her. lf, the candidate does not handover all the three copies ofoMR ansvver sheets and Admit Gard to the invigilator and takes away any of the aboveflocuments, his/her candidature shall be cancelted and criminal proceedings shall alsobe initiated against him/her.
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